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The Tailor’s Apprentice is a feature-length, micro-budget, narrative digital motion picture, 
written, produced and directed by Jeffrey Lehman in partial fulfillment of the requirements of 
earning a Master of Fine Arts in Film from the University of Central Florida.  The film is a result 
of applying specific monetary, logistical and creative limitations to the production process in 
order to contribute in defining the micro-budget aesthetic, resulting in a final shared cinematic 
audience experience.  This thesis is a record of all stages from conception to completion of the 
executed, feature length film with-in the micro-budget production paradigm. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
The complexities of the human condition are equally indefinable and unfathomable in it’s vast 
nature.  Due to a limitless amount of variables, the human experience cannot be defined.  No two 
experiences can truly be the same.  Narrative filmmaking attempts to capture both the human 
condition and experience via stories told through moving images and sound. 
Conception 
I first conceptualized the story idea of ‘The Tailor’s Apprentice’ in December 2006 after reading 
a news article about young Hasidic Jewish men smuggling ecstasy into the United States.  As 
several years past, I found myself returning to the idea frequently.  Lodged in the world of 
corporate video, I was aching to give everything I had to make a feature length narrative film.  
The University of Central Florida opened up their doors and allowed me to pursue this 
opportunity. 
I was hesitant at first to pursue the story of ‘The Tailor’s Apprentice’ due to the seemingly large 
budget the film would need, and that UCF faculty discouraged and rarely allowed films to be 
shot outside of the state of Florida.  The first script I found myself coming into the program with 
was, in fact, not what was made.  In retrospect, the script that I had initially intended to create 
was a shallow, light, comedy; more appropriate for a gimmicky, stereotyped Hollywood picture.  
The reason why I initially intended to use this script instead of ‘The Tailor’s Apprentice’ was 
due to it’s micro-budget production nature.  I found myself lacking the passion to pursue 
something that had little meaning to me thematically. 
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After careful consideration, and the guidance from several faculty members, the decision was 
made to pursue the story I cared deeply about.  I’d be remiss to not mention in particular, the 
guidance and assistance from faculty members Andrew Gay and Ula Stoeckl.  Their input 
through the writing process was invaluable, and aided greatly in the creation of the final story. 
The overwhelming need to tell this story spilled out during the course of a flight from Orlando to 
Philadelphia.  There are several variables that lie behind my desire to tell such a story.  All of 
which are deeply routed in the premise and thematic elements of the film. 
The Screenplay and Thematic Elements 
One of my dearest friends growing up, in his early twenties, turned to the Jewish religion for 
guidance and structure in his life.  I found his devotion to this religious belief system admirable, 
but also confusing.  This prompted the question that would drive one of the lead character’s 
motivations in the film; Why does any given individual turn to religion?   
The importance of this film is to explore the idea of why people may have a certain belief system 
in place, particularly Judaism; rather than a full concentration on just the religious themes, the 
films intention is to also explore the cultural aspects involved with self identity.  Searching for 
balance, happiness and quality of life, the goal of the film is to start a conversation with the 
audience, prompting them to question their own beliefs, and why they may have a certain 
ideological mindset. 
This notion of belief systems and self identity run parallel to the moral character of the decision 
making process in any individuals day to day activities; raising the question of whether 
individuals have free-will to make their own decisions, or, as Aristotelian theory suggests, are we 
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pre determined in our decision making and to a certain fate?  Based in most religions is a set of 
moral laws.  These define behavior in terms of good and evil, right and wrong.  Similarly, 
familial values serve an identical function and this leads to the next thematic element presented 
in the film; we are, as individuals, a product of the environment that we’ve been raised in.  As 
human beings, this defines us.  It sets us on a path to making the decisions we make, and being 
the people we become.  These two sets of values often come in conflict. 
I’ve experienced these interactions my whole life.  Although societal standards influence our 
development as individuals, the focus will be placed on familial influences.  The intricacies of 
my physical and mental existence consist of pieces of both my father and mother.  They are 
always with me.  In some ways, I am an extension of them.  It is no coincidence that this film is a 
story about a Jewish tailor in South Philadelphia. After writing four drafts of the screenplay, I 
discovered my great grandfather was in fact, a Jewish tailor in South Philadelphia.  My family’s 
history is embedded in me, for better or for worse.  There is a Jewish saying, the apple does not 
fall to far from the tree.  I am my fathers son, and my mothers son.  My beliefs, my values and 
the way I think may contradict their beliefs and values, but are, never the less, rooted in my life 
with them. 
The final thematic element in the film is the question of how religion and familial experiences 
adversely affect one another.  In the story world I have created, Helick, the father, battles with 
his ultimate dilemma, his religion or his family.  He has turned to religion in order to battle his 
inner demons.  But, in doing so, the strict religious lifestyle that he has taken on, forces him to 
deny his children.  This is not new.  It is found through out history and through out literature.  It 
is the battle between deep religious faith and humanity.  To clarify, in this case, religion is 
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defined as any belief system and the virtue of humanity is defined as the quality or state of being 
humane.  The intention here, is not to imply that religion strips people of their humanity, but to 
explore why in certain circumstances, humanity seems to disappear.  In these cases it seems, 
humanity is lost in the name of religion.  For me, this circumstance is a true case of shock and 
awe. Shocking in it’s destruction, and fills me with awe at it’s force.  I am amazed of the 
resilience individuals demonstrate in keeping their belief systems intact.  The Tailor’s 
Apprentice has allowed me the opportunity to explore this, and put forth my own opinion.  You 
must never lose your humanity, not even for religion. 
After approximately two years of writing and incorporating all of the aforementioned thematic 
elements, the shooting script, Draft 12.4, was completed on May 9
th
, 2012, and is 77 pages in 
length.  Following principal photography and a year of editing, an updated screenplay was 
created with inserted pick-up scenes for the film.  Draft 12.6 was completed on April 9
th
, 2013, 
and is 80 pages in length. 
Casting and Directing the Actor 
A large emphasis was placed on the casting process for this film.  It is essential to never settle for 
anything less then the filmmaker’s vision in the casting phase.  A worldwide casting search 
began in September 2011 and lasted for approximately nine months.  Over 1000 submissions 
were reviewed via ten large, in person, casting call events and a constant stream of video 
auditions.  Both union and non-union talent were eventually cast from New York, Atlanta, 
Miami and Orlando. 
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The reasoning behind putting such emphasis on the casting phase is because these individuals are 
the ones that physically manifest bringing the story world to life.  It is my opinion that your 
talent is the leading factor in creating the best film possible.  The director should never settle in 
the casting process, or in the performances they receive from their actors during production. 
By putting forth such energy in the casting process, it made my role as the Director a natural one; 
finding the perfect individuals whom I could connect with, fully understand and vice-versa.  
Directing the actor is in many ways, getting to know another individual to their deepest core.  By 
developing relationships with each of my talent, we were able to discuss who they are as people, 
their life experiences, and how we could collaborate in bringing those elements of ourselves to 
each respected role.  I mention myself in this because I feel it is essential, as the Director, to 
mentally share the actor’s relationship of each role with them.  This particular film, at times, 
required the talent to place themselves in very dark mental spaces.  As the Director, I found it 
morally irresponsible to allow any of the actors to take their characters mental journey by 
themselves.  In doing so, during the approximate month of principle photography, I lived in the 
story world created with the actors.  We lived and breathed the same story world air, shared the 
same tears, and in contrast, shared the same smiles.  This role of Director is an emotional 
experience that simply cannot be defined by words.  It can only be defined by a shared 
experience. 
Directing the Actor, and guiding them to finding their character in the story world is a pure 
collaboration.  It is a constant conversation from both the Director and Actor that is similar to a 
puzzle.  What pieces of information does the Actor need, in order to find the correct 
performance?  These collaborations are extremely rewarding.  But, it should be noted, that these 
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collaborations also were a pleasure because of the experience and talent level of each cast 
member on this particular production.  Talent that is inexperienced, and lack certain training or 
knowledge of their craft, makes this collaboration a difficult one to have.  It is highly 
recommended that when searching for your talent, it is preferable to cast experienced, trained 
actors.  I am not implying that this is the case for all untrained talent, but, in my experience, the 
on going conversation and collaboration with inexperienced talent becomes a one-way dialogue 
from Director to Actor. 
Recreation in Post Production 
The film is discovered in the writing phase, created during the production phase, but is truly 
found and defined in post production.  Due to this, for a feature length narrative film, at least one 
year should be scheduled to reach picture lock.  Initially, it was my intent to finish all post 
production efforts over the course of six months.  This deadline was based off of my naivety and 
ignorance of being a first time director of a feature length film, and in retrospect, is an irrational 
time frame to finish any feature length film. 
An editor was hired to complete the initial cuts of the picture.  After a true first assembly cut 
based off of the screenplay, the editor completed two more additional cuts with Director notes.  
At this point, it felt natural to take over the editing responsibilities my self which created one 
central issue; having to juggle two roles at the same time, Director and Editor.  Although these 
roles complemented each other by combining them into one, I found the technical aspects of 
editing took away from having an accurate perspective as the Director.  To counter this, after 
each subsequent cut of the film, at least one week would need to be taken away from the project 
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in order to regain proper perspective.  In my experience, especially if the Director is also the 
Editor of the film, at the very least, one year should be scheduled in order to complete the 
picture. 
After approximately six cuts of the film, the decision was made to adjust the three-act structure 
used in the screenplay, creating a completely new chronological linearity of the story world.  
Because of this, the first act of the film was drastically altered for the better.  Character arcs 
became less flat, and the flow of the film, with all of it’s dramatic beats, breathed of a higher 
quality depth.  This is why the film is found and defined in post production. 
Although these changes created an overall better film, they also created several issues that 
needed to be addressed.  There now existed several continuity and story gap issues that needed to 
be remedied in the form of ‘pick-up’ scenes to be shot, and later inserted.  These scenes were 
shot both in Philadelphia and Orlando over the course of four days in the months of April and 
May of 2013, creating an additional cost to the overall budget of the project. 
In order to reach completion of any feature length film, it is necessary to have a schedule during 
post production, similar to the scheduling of any pre production and principle photography 
efforts.  With out hard deadlines set, the film will become nearly impossible to finish.  In my 
experience, it is recommended to hire a Post Production Supervisor to maintain and oversee such 
a schedule in order to reach a completed film. 
The Tailor’s Apprentice wrapped principle photography on June 20
th
, 2012 and was picture 
locked June 1
st
, 2013 with an additional three months allotted to complete all finishing phases, 
including sound design, visual effects and color correction.  The picture locked film is just shy of 
84 minutes in length with credits. 
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The Micro-budget Production Paradigm 
The University of Central Florida defines a Micro-budget production as fifty thousand dollars 
and under for all production costs.  The production costs for The Tailor’s Apprentice, with both 
principle photography and pick ups / re-shoots was just shy of thirty six thousand dollars.  The 
film was self financed mainly by myself and family.  
Due to the budgetary limitations, the overall aesthetic of the film was partially defined by the 
amount of money available to us.  This limitation forces creativity, and demands a high degree of 
problem solving ability.  In essence, attempting to create a feature length film on the micro-
budget scale is effectively like trying to put a square peg through a round hole opening.   
In order to meet this budgetary limitation, several production styles were applied.   
The first being the kind of equipment used to capture both the picture and auditory elements.  
With emerging digital technologies, the tools to create a visually pleasing film are affordable, 
accessible, and user friendly.  The budget restricted us to these digital mediums, specifically 
using DSLR cameras, which contributed to the overall aesthetic of the film. 
Not only did these budgetary limitations effect the aesthetic of the film via the equipment used 
for capturing both the image and auditory elements, but also the production design.  With a 
limited budget, it was essential to seek practical locations for the film that were already dressed 
appropriately, which would then minimize the production design expenses by not having to 
recreate or build any set locations.  Shooting on-location made each set authentic. 
Most likely the largest limitation provided by the micro-budget production is the cast and crew.  
It should be noted, that I highly recommend paying your lead talent, whether union or non-union.  
Unfortunately, in doing so, placing money in one area means taking it from another.  In this case, 
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no crewmembers from the film were paid.  All crewmembers were acting volunteers, with the 
majority being inexperienced film students.  The difficulty with this scenario is having those 
crewmembers meet such demanding job requirements, typically having to take on multiple roles 
in the film.  Because of this, certain responsibilities were over looked; with certain members 
having more duties to complete then they were able to fulfill.  Although nothing that slipped 
through the cracks halted production, it did how ever slow certain elements of the entire project 
down.  To counter this, crewmembers should not have more then two roles to fulfill, depending 
on the specific roles.  Also, special attention should be paid to the logistical story elements in 
order to minimize all cast, crew and locations.  In doing so, this will effectively lower costs, and 
any variables of things that could potentially go wrong, as well as limit any over seen 
responsibilities.  I do believe the filmmaker should always be demanding, even of any unpaid 
cast and or crew, in order to meet their vision.  If any member of the production is unable to meet 
their job responsibilities, there should be no hesitation in finding a suitable replacement. 
Completion and The Road Forward 
The past three years I have dedicated my life to the creation of this feature length film.  Many 
sacrifices have been made, and knowledge gained through out.  Although the film is not 
completely finished, I am proud to say it will be done in it’s finalized entirety by September 1
st
, 
2013 in preparation of submitting to the 2013-2014 film festival circuit.  Through the 
submissions to film festivals, I hope to acquire a distributor for world-wide distribution via 
theatrical, digital, cable, and or on demand release. 
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In no way was I ever prepared for the emotional impact that taking on this type of project would 
have on me.  It is equal parts heart breaking and exhilarating.  I have determined that there is no 
way to prepare yourself in creating your first feature length film other then simply doing it.  I 
look forward to beginning the journey of creating another with the lessons that I’ve learned from 
the production of The Tailor’s Apprentice.  I will always consider this film, and the education I 
received from the University of Central Florida, to be the foundation of all my future endeavors 
as a filmmaker. 
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CHAPTER 2: PICTURE 
 
Figure 1: Helick (Stefen Laurantz) and Dovid (Rowan Bousaid) work in the tailor shop. 
 
Figure 2: Aton (Luke Guldan) scouts out the Tailor Shop. 
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Figure 3: Aton (Luke Guldan) manipulates Dovid (Rowan Bousaid). 
 
Figure 4: Dovid (Rowan Bousaid) contemplates a large decision. 
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Figure 5: Helick (Stefen Laurantz) dreams of his wife. 
 
Figure 6: Helick (Stefen Laurantz) reviews Sarah’s (Karlyn Koebe) report card. 
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Figure 7: Aton (Luke Guldan) convinces Blake (Antonio Madison Jr.) that he is trustworthy. 
 
Figure 8: Dovid (Rowan Bousaid) is seduced by Shawna (Danielle Alagna). 
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Figure 9: Helick (Stefen Laurantz) and Sarah (Karlyn Koebe) search for Dovid. 
 
Figure 10: Dovid (Rowan Bousaid) loses control on the dance floor. 
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH MATERIALS 
The following pages include two sections of the screenplay.  They are as follows. 
(1) The Principle Photography Shooting Script. 
(2) The Pick-Up & Re-Shoot scenes. 
It should be noted that the standard screenplay format, specifically the margins, have been 
altered to accommodate the University thesis guideline format. 
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CHAPTER 4: MARKETING PLAN 
 
Figure 11: Sample Promotional Poster 
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Overview 
The typical marketing strategies of independent films rely heavily on understanding of the target 
audience, who they are, and the best ways to reach them.  Word-of-mouth is the primary avenue 
to generate awareness and create a demand for the film.  To ensure success of an independent 
film, it is important to have a well-planned marketing strategy to execute. 
Theatrical Market 
Low and micro-budget independent films are typically shown in two types of movie theaters 
during a theatrical release; specialty theaters or non-specialty theaters.  Non-specialty theaters, 
such as AMC and Regal, generally have more screens and serve a wider audience.  Specialty 
theaters frequently consist of one to five screens and cater to a more specific niche audience.  
Occasionally, specialty theaters will show studio films and non-specialty theaters will show 
independent films. 
 
Landmark Theaters, owned by dot-com billionaires Mark Cuban and Todd Wagner, is the oldest 
and largest chain of specialty theaters in the U.S.  Landmark has shown constant growth with 
their expansion of theaters across the country, including the take over of the highly regarded Ritz 
Theaters of Philadelphia, PA in March 2007.  Since it’s founding in 1974, Landmark has grown 
to 55 theaters with 245 screens in 21 cities. 
 
On February 10, 2011, The Los Angeles Times reported that AMC Entertainment Inc. and Regal 
Entertainment Group, the countries two largest movie theater chains, are planning to launch a 
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joint venture to acquire and release independent films.  The partners have hired a seasoned 
veteran in the entertainment industry as chief executive, Tom Ortenberg.  Ortenberg is the former 
senior executive for the Weinstein Co. and Lions Gate Entertainment Corp.  The goal of this 
joint venture is to fill the supply-and-demand gap created by Hollywood’s decline of movie 
making (released studio pictures declined 11% in 2010); being able to offer a larger variety of 
releases specified to the Independent film.  This joint venture forecasts a higher number of 
distribution deals given to independent feature films. 
 
The increase of choice and specialty products for consumers has given rise to an increase of 
independent films having a theatrical release.  The demand for such a platform has increased the 
amount of specialty theaters, as well as the number of non-specialty theaters willing to show low 
and micro-budget independent films.  The expansions of specialty screens throughout the United 
States are a positive indicator of higher demand for quality independent films such as The 
Tailor’s Apprentice. 
Target Audience 
The unique trait of The Tailor’s Apprentice is its multi-faceted appeal to both niche and mass 
audiences.  The Tailor’s Apprentice is a dramatic thriller that strongly appeals to such general 
genre fans.  Between 1995 and 2011, dramas have ranked third of the top grossing genres, 
controlling 17.96% of the market.  Thrillers are ranked fifth, holding 7.47% of the market.  The 
combination of the two (25.43%) overcomes the leading genre of comedy, which holds 24.12% 
of the market. 
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The subject matter and primary themes of The Tailor’s Apprentice involve Jewish culture that 
appeal strongly to the niche market of the greater Jewish community.  This sense of Jewish 
community can be found in local synagogues and Jewish Community Centers (JCC), not only in 
the U.S., but around the world.  More specifically, Judaism is a religion broken into many 
different segments, and although The Tailor’s Apprentice deals with orthodox to reform practices 
of the religion, the story itself can be received by all Jewish views. 
 
Narrowing down the target audience further; given the thematic tones present in The Tailor’s 
Apprentice, marketing efforts will be placed on the following three groups of the core audience. 
 
(1) Taglit-Birthright Israel Participants 
Americans who are either interested in going on this trip, or alumni of  the trip;  
High school/College students, young working professionals. 
Age Range: 18-30 years 
Gender: Both 
Main Social Media: Facebook, Twitter, YouTube. 
Keywords: Israel, Birthright, Movies, Music, Jewish, Judaism, College, University, Jobs,  
career, Travel, Tel Aviv, Jerusalem, Golan Heights, Bedouin Tent, Camel. 
 
(2) Reform – Conservative Jewish Parents 
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Young to middle aged Jewish parents interested in having a Jewish house hold and 
raising ‘good’ children. 
Age Range: 30-50 years 
Gender: Both 
Main Social Media: Facebook, YouTube, Blogger, Pinterest. 
Keywords: Family, Children, Jewish, Judaism, Birthright, Israel,  Synagogue, JCC, 
Jobs, Employment, Money. 
(3) Independent Jewish Filmmakers 
Individuals interested in creating and/or viewing Jewish themed arts, primarily films. 
Age: 18-50+ years 
Gender: Both 
Main Social Media: Facebook, Twitter, Vimeo, YouTube, Blogger. 
Keywords: Film, Movie, Art, Culture, Jewish, Film Festival, Israel. 
Word-of-Mouth 
In the two-step flow model of communication theory, the target audience that is sought after are 
referred to as ‘opinion leaders’.  Opinion leadership is typically subject-specific; an opinion 
leader in one subject may be a follower in another.  The theory states that these opinion leaders 
are individuals who are held in high esteem by their community (fan base), interpreting media 
content, then passing this information on to the lower-end users (fan base) of that specific media 
content.  It is believed that these opinion leaders of communities have more influence on those 
people’s opinions, actions and behaviors, then the media itself.  By applying this communication 
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theory of seeking the film’s opinion leaders with in the basic core audience (Jewish community) 
of The Tailors Apprentice, there will be a high potential of successful word-of-mouth and 
general buzz reaching the wider, more general, Jewish and American community through things 
such as blogs, media articles and every day conversations. 
 
Word-of-mouth, positive buzz and community awareness are the primary driving forces in the 
success of The Tailor’s Apprentice.  This positive word-of-mouth can generate a higher demand 
by the public for the film.  For example, The Blair Witch Project, released in 1999 opened on 
one screen.  By the traveling positive word-of-mouth created by the film, it went on to extend it’s 
theatrical release across the country and grossed approximately $140 million. 
 
The following table demonstrates recent independent films with successful box office grosses. 
 
Figure 12: Independent Film Box Office Grosses.  
Source: Baseline Studio Sytems 
Social Media Marketing 
A relatively new approach to marketing, social media efforts have become a necessity in all 
marketing techniques and have proven to be a powerful tool in creating word-of-mouth. 
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As of October 4
th
, 2012, Business Week reports that Facebook currently has over 1 Billion users, 
Twitter claims to have 175 Million users and YouTube has approximately 2 Billion video views 
daily.  With such high volume numbers, these three social media sites alone that can potentially 
create a global awareness of any project. 
 
The following chart is the specific social media strategy that will be used for each selected social 
media outlet. 
 
Figure 13: Proposed Social Media Strategy. 
The goal in using these sites is to both directly and indirectly supply the target audience of The 
Tailor’s Apprentice with high valued content.  By creating valuable content for the target 
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audience, it has the potential to become extremely spreadable; applying the two-step flow model 
of communication theory through social media. 
 
Content created on these sites will range from direct marketing efforts of the film such as Behind 
The Scenes photos accompanied with blog posts to indirect efforts supplying content such as 
information about Taglit-Birthright Israel trips.  The latter being the most valuable, has the 
potential to pull audience members in; giving them the incentive to view other material offered 
by The Tailor’s Apprentice, indirectly leading them to the film itself. 
 
Core keywords will be used for each demographic of the targeted audience to enhance search 
engine optimization (SEO).  These keywords have been outlined in the detailed audience 
breakdown above, and will be ever changing via research through Google Adwords and InBound 
Writer SEO optimizing programs. 
 
Specific online resources for the targeted audience members include Taglit-Birthright Israel, 
JSpace, Jewcer, JDate, Facebook, Twitter, Youtube, Blogger and Wordpress. 
 
Specific local resources for the targeted audience members include Synagogues, Jewish 
Community Centers, Central Florida Jewish Film Festival, Philadelphia Jewish Film Festival and 
the Philadelphia Exponent Newspaper. 
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The following is a preliminary list of content that will fill these outlets and create The Tailor’s 
Apprentice ultimate web presence. 
 
(1) Valuable information for independent filmmakers. 
Educational content blogged/video blog on pre-production, production & post production 
processes. 
(2) Spreading/Sharing of Jewish/Israeli themed art projects/ventures. 
Film, writing, painting, photography, sculpture, etc. 
(3) Viral style video content with Jewish theme. 
‘Cooking with the Buby.’ A reality comedic webisode series. 
(4) ‘Fan Gate’ to facebook page; giving incentive to ‘LIKE’ page. 
Special content created just for facebook ‘LIKERS’: 
(a) Promotional posters 
(b) Desktop backgrounds 
(c) Exclusive Behind the Scenes 
(d) Exclusive trailers 
(e) Exclusive outtakes 
(5) Write-ups of The Tailor’s Apprentice by prominent online entities. 
(a) JSpace 
(b) Rob Lattin (Blogger/Friend of Israeli current affairs) 
(c) Trailer promoted by ‘Vimeo’s Staff Picks’ 
(d) University of Delaware 
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(e) University of Central Florida 
(f) Wilmington, DE – DelawareOnline.com (The News Journal) 
(g) IndieWire Project of the Month (submission) 
Film Festival Strategy 
A film festival strategy will also be implemented in order to produce a high success rate of 
reaching the maximum audience as well as possible lucrative distribution deals.  The top tier film 
festivals to be considered for submission include Sundance, South by Southwest, AFI, Los 
Angeles, Tribeca, Telluride, Slamdance, Toronto, Cannes and Berlin.  The film will not be 
released or premiered until the beginning of the film festival schedule, beginning in January 
2014 with Sundance.  Other film festivals include second and third tier festivals such as regional 
and specialty. 
 
Jewish specialty film festivals have also become a prominent source of such subject matter.  
These particular festivals not only consist of The Tailor’s Apprentice target audience but have 
been running for over 30 years; taking place in cities such as Atlanta, Los Angeles, Boston, New 
York, Seattle, Philadelphia, Miami, Baltimore, Austin and San Francisco.  Although specialty 
film festivals may not hold the same prestige as the top tier festivals, they create great 
opportunities for the spread of word-of-mouth.   
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Although top tier film festivals will take priority in submissions, the smaller festivals have the 
potential of being much more lucrative by having a higher rate of acceptance.  This ultimately 
creates more exposure of the film leading directly to a higher potential of generating revenue. 
 
In order to assure the films best chances of being received positively, with no legal restriction, it 
is advised that the finished product only be sent out for review upon total and final completion.  
To further maximize the success rate of film festivals, it is recommended that a marketing 
strategy specifically for each festival be implemented with press releases to major media outlets, 
posters, postcards and sticker creation for handouts before, during and after the festival, 
promotional events for the local press and mailing lists to local target audience members in order 
to create word-of-mouth. 
 
To further the potential success of each film festival screening, ambassadors, or ‘Opinion 
Leaders’ defined by the two-step flow model of communication theory, will be sought after in 
each geographical location of the film festivals.  The following is a proposed plan of action for 
select Jewish themed film festivals. 
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Figure 14: Proposed Jewish Film Festival Strategy 
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Specific Marketing Strategy 
Marketing for The Tailor’s Apprentice will begin immediately upon conception of the story and 
completion of the screenplay through grass-root efforts.   
 
As presented in detail above, internet exposure will be a key component to reach the film’s target 
audience effectively.  It has become a standard in any type of marketing strategy: embracing the 
concept of being able to access anything, at any time, anywhere. 
 
To create great awareness about a film, partnering with non-profit organizations and centralizing 
marketing efforts to the films core audiences is highly recommended.  For example, Thirteen 
released in 2003, is a film that deals with adolescent issues.  In order to raise awareness about the 
film, they focused screenings to their target audiences such as, school faculty members, teen 
psychologists, Planned Parenthoods and members of Congress.  By generating awareness of their 
film, the positive word-of-mouth led to a successful theatrical release of $4.6 million 
domestically. 
 
In order to reach the core audiences efficiently, the partnering of national and global non-profit 
communities will be encouraged.  The core audience of The Tailors Apprentice is that of the 
general Jewish community.  The Jewish Community Centers (JCC) of America are non-profit 
organizations that give a physical space, along with activities for the general Jewish community 
to embrace.  There are more then 350 JCC’s with in the U.S. and Canada, and approximately 800 
locations internationally.  In a partnership with JCC’s across the country, it will be advised to 
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host free special event screenings of The Tailors Apprentice to their members.  These free events 
will be followed with a Q&A (questions & answers) by the key members of the film; including 
but not limited to the writer/director, producer and main actors.  This type of partnership will not 
only create awareness for the film, but helps to create the opportunity for direct sales of home 
video and digital copies of the film through the live events or the website. 
 
The Tailor’s Apprentice also plans to cast at least one named actor in the film.  By casting named 
talent, a new, immediate fan base is created for the film: being transferred from the actor, to the 
character played in the story.  Luke Guldan was secured for the key role of ‘Aton’ and Stefen 
Laurantz was secured to play the role of ‘Helick’. 
Marketing Strategy Timeline 
The following is a proposed timeline of events for marketing efforts of The Tailor’s Apprentice. 
 
Figure 15: Marketing Efforts Timeline 
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Motion Picture Distribution 
The distribution of an independent film involves the licensing of particular rights to a distribution 
company or companies for a specified period of time.  Once the distribution company has those 
specific rights, they license the film further to various types of markets.  Markets are divided by 
geographical locations such as domestic (U.S. & Canada) or foreign.  They are also divided by 
formats such as theatrical, DVD/home video, cable and live streaming.  ‘Format’ refers to the 
medium in which the film can be delivered and viewed.  The theatrical market includes all types 
of public movie theaters, DVD/home video market includes DVD’s for sale and rental, television 
market includes network, syndications, cable/satellite, pay-per view and video on demand, and 
the live streaming market includes companies such as Netflix and Hulu. 
 
Other formats for which rights may be licensed can be illustrated through copyright law.  It is 
highly advised that the filmmakers file a copyright for their original works with the United States 
Government for further protection of intellectual properties.  Regardless of typical or self-
distribution methods, it is recommended that each of these rights be broken down into multiple 
sellable licensed rights for different opportunities of revenue.  The following figure demonstrates 




Figure 16: Copyright Breakdown 
The emergence of the digital age has produced a new sort of self-distribution and split rights 
scenario system where audiences can be successfully reached through the web, social 
networking, local to national communities and other marketing efforts by the filmmakers.  The 
filmmakers of The Tailor’s Apprentice plan to execute a split rights distribution model upon 
completion of the film. 
Split Rights Distribution 
A split rights scenario of distribution will be applied to The Tailor’s Apprentice in order to 
maximize revenue and investor profits.  The idea of split rights allows the filmmaker to partner 
with certain distributors; only licensing partial rights of the film in order to benefit from the 
separate distributors expertise and allowing for only partial distribution control.  With this in 
mind, distribution partners will only be granted the rights that they will be able to handle 
correctly.  The benefits of this sort of ‘hybrid’ distribution method allow the best of both worlds; 
(1) the filmmakers retaining some control of the film once the distribution phase begins, having a 
say in the marketing and distribution efforts and (2) traditional distribution for only the rights 
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best suited for a larger distribution company.  It is the intent of the filmmakers to reserve 
domestic and foreign theatrical release rights to a suitable distribution company. 
Strategy For Attaining Distribution 
To obtain any type of distribution deal, it is essential to create a positive awareness of the film to 
not only the core audience members, but also the general movie-going public.  This can be done 
through community partnerships, self-distribution/marketing efforts and a film festival presence. 
 
The Tailor’s Apprentice intends to implement a film festival strategy to maximize potential 
success in the top tier festivals.  Top/Second tier and specialty festivals will be used along with 
community partnerships in order to generate awareness of the film.  This awareness typically 
garners interest from traditional distribution companies, creating opportunities to forming a deal 
that compliments a split rights scenario.  For further marketing efforts, please refer to the 
Marketing Analysis & Strategy section of this business plan.   
 
Any opportunities for typical distribution deals with distribution companies will be recognized, 
considered and decided upon by the filmmakers and their lawyers if such offers arise. 
Self Distribution Strategy 
The Tailor’s Apprentice LLC plans to self-distribute the film to television, video on demand and 
digital means.  Distribber is an IndieGoGo company that serves as an aggregator for independent 
filmmakers who self-distribute.  The company currently charges a flat fee of $1,295.00 to place a 
film on Netflix, iTunes and Amazon, followed with a fee of $79 annually for upkeep.  Rather 
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then the typical distributor who takes a hefty percentage of the profits made from each company, 
Distribber cuts out this middleman, charges the flat rate, resulting in 100% of the profits being 
returned to the filmmakers.  Distribber also offers distribution to cable television companies such 
as Comcast, DirectTV, Dish Network, Time Warner Cable and Verizon Fios, as well as several 
others.  This aggregator is an attractive self-distribution method for home video sales because 
any returns will be maximized from avoiding the typical distribution (middleman) costs. 
In order to initially reach the core audiences efficiently with in this self-distribution split rights 
scenario, the partnering of national and global non-profit communities will be encouraged.  The 
core audience of The Tailor’s Apprentice is that of the general Jewish community.  The Jewish 
Community Centers (JCC) of America and abroad are non-profit organizations that give a 
physical space, along with activities for the general Jewish community to embrace, such as 
Jewish film screening events.  There are more then 350 JCC’s with in the U.S. and Canada, and 
approximately 800 locations internationally. 
 
Free screening events will be offered to these community centers.  This type of partnership will 
not only create awareness for the film, but creates the opportunity for direct sales of home video 
and digital copies at the events, through the website or through self distribution outlets such as 
Netflix, iTunes and Amazon.  The growing awareness of the film has the potential to create a 
high demand of a more traditional theatrical release and/or drive revenues higher through media 
outlets such as Netflix, iTunes, Amazon and cable providers.  For more detail of this partnership, 
please refer to the Marketing Analysis & Strategy section of this business plan. 
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To embrace a ‘win-win’ situation for both the filmmakers of The Tailors Apprentice and the 
Jewish Community Center organization, special ‘packages’ will be introduced for sale to each 
participating center.  One package that will be offered is a live Q&A (questions & answers) by 
the key members of the film after their screening; including but not limited to the writer/director, 
producer and main actors for a fee.  Also, actual packages will be offered that will include 15 
DVD copies of the film, 15 official signed posters by primary cast and crew, 15 t-shirts, 25 
stickers and will be priced at a flat rate of $300 per box.  The contents of the box will be licensed 
with the exclusive right for the JCC to sell or give away the content during a screening of the 
film to either profit from sales, or provide an incentive for their members to attend the events 
they hold. 
 
The filmmakers will also retain the right to the domestic and foreign sales of DVD’s, other home 
video products, as well as digital copies with the intent of sales being made through the films 
website or through other self-distribution avenues.  Keeping these rights will typically result in 
higher profit margins, quicker and more direct payments, avoiding the fees of middlemen and 
also supplies a greater source of customer feedback and information.  This customer information 
can build upon an ever-growing email list to give updates, information and potential sale 
opportunities to the fan base.  In order to maximize direct revenues further, the filmmakers will 
also retain rights to sell merchandise such as soundtracks, posters and t-shirts. Other rights will 




In order to have a successful release of The Tailor’s Apprentice, a 50/50 budgeting rule will be 
applied.  The 50/50 rule states that however much money is spent on the production of the film, 
the same amount should be spent on distribution and marketing costs. 
 
The most recognizable expense of distribution is the Prints and Advertising (P&A) costs.  Once 
the final film product is complete and ready for theatrical distribution, copies of this master 
version are made for all other markets.  These copies are known as ‘prints’.  Each print can range 
in price between $1,500 and $2,500.  For a large theatrical release, these prints could add up to 
millions of dollars.  Because these film prints are so costly, digital cinema is becoming a more 
attractive option where the expensive print is replaced with an inexpensive DVD or digital file.  
For self-distribution purposes, it is highly recommended to focus on theaters catering to digital 
cinema in order to keep costs low and maximize returns.  The MPAA (Motion Picture 
Association of America) reports that the number of worldwide movie screens have stayed 
relatively the same over the past several years, but the number of screens that use digital 
projection have sky rocketed.  2010 reports state that nearly 25% of the approximate 150,000 
screens worldwide have now adopted digital projection.  In 2010 alone, nearly every region 
around the world has doubled their digital screen count, a 122% increase from last year. 
 
Advertising costs can also become an expensive portion of a film’s release.  
Newspaper/magazine ads, commercials, and posters are all promotional advertising materials to 
be considered.  For example, it costs approximately $96,900 to place a half page black and white 
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ad in the Wall Street Journal and $70,000 for a full-page black and white ad in the Los Angeles 
Times.  For local publications, costs will be lower.  These costs are dependent upon the 
publication, ad size and contract with the publication, and typically range anywhere between 
$200 to $100,000. 
Traditional Distribution 
The distributor is responsible for collecting the revenue generated by it’s markets.  They then 
subtract their distribution fee and expenses (including P&A costs for theatrical releases) and 
remit the remaining portion to the filmmakers.  A distributors fee is based off of a percentage of 
the total revenue and depends solely on the nature of the filmmaker-distributor contract.  
Distribution contracts vary widely; should such contracts arise, they will be negotiated by the 
filmmakers and their lawyers. 
 
The traditional, all-rights distribution scenarios have been believed to be a dying method.  The 
expensive and inefficient methods of traditional distribution, along with complete control of their 
all-rights deals have made this type of distribution model unattractive for independent films.  A 
new, digital aged distribution system is beginning to form, rendering the current ‘Hollywood 
system’ obsolete. 
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APPENDIX A: BUDGET 
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Appendix A Memo 
The following pages include two versions of the Budget.  They are as follows. 
(1) Budget Top Sheet and Details for Principle Photography. 
(2) Budget Top Sheet and Details for Pick Ups & Re-Shoots. 
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Budget Top Sheet: Principle Photography 
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Budget Top Sheet: Pick Ups & Re-Shoots 
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APPENDIX B: FINAL PRODUCTION SCHEDULE 
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Appendix B: Memo 
The following pages include two versions of the One Line Schedule and Day Out of Days.  They 
are as follows. 
(1) One Line Schedule and Day Out of Days for Principle Photography. 
(2) One Line Schedule and Day Out of Days for Pick Ups & Re-Shoots. 
It should be noted that each One Line Schedule leads with the numerical character ranking for 
each schedule.  Also, each Day Out of Days is followed by a summary sheet. 
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APPENDIX D: MUSIC SYNC LICENSES 
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Written, Produced & Directed by  JEFF LEHMAN 
Starring     ROWAN BOUSAID, STEFEN LAURANTZ and 
LUKE GULDAN 
Executive Producers    BEATRICE FINKEL, STEVEN LEHMAN and 
      JEFF LEHMAN 
Line Producer     CHARLES SUTTER 
Unit Production Manager   NICK IZVERNARI 
Unit Production Manager (Pick Ups)  MAX ROUSSEAU 
First Assistant Director   NICK IZVERNARI 
Second Assistant Director   ERMIR BAKRACI 
Associate Producers    ELAINE LEHMAN, SHARON LEHMAN, ED  
SIMON, PAT SIMON, REBECCA SUTTER 
Assistant Producers    SHAHIRA OSMAN, JESSICA SOUTHWELL 
Director of Photography   BRIAN MACAIONE 
Second Unit Director of Photography CORNELIUS O’DONOGHUE 
Camera Operators    BRIAN MACAIONE, CORNELIUS  
O’DONOGHUE, JEFF LEHMAN 
First Assistant Camera   STEVEN DIAZ, JESSICA KELLER 
Second Assistant Camera   BEN TAYLOR, KELLY ZAK 
Gaffer       BEN TAYLOR 
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Grip      STEVEN HOLLAND, CHELSIE HOLLER, BEN  
TAYLOR 
Steadicam Operator    MIKHAIL HOWELL 
Production Designer    ALANNA FLORES 
Art Director     KARLYN KOEBE 
Set Dresser     MICHAEL STEPHENSON 
Art Consultant    SARAH COLE 
Wardrobe Design    ALANNA FLORES 
Wardrobe Consultant    EMMA SCHOLL 
Art Production Assistant   AMY THOMAS 
Make-Up & Hair Artist   KELLY ZAK 
Sound Mixer     ERMIR BAKRACI, KEN LEMONS, SUSAN  
WILLIAMS, JENNIFER ZHANG 
Boom Operator    ERMIR BAKRACI, KEN LEMONS, SUSAN  
WILLIAMS, ALEX BLOIR 
Script Supervisor    MATTHEW CREWS 
Post Production Supervisor   PAULINA TOMAN 
Film Edited by    MICHAEL LEBER and JEFF LEHMAN 
Assistant Editors    ZACHARY BECKLER, KYLE PRINCE 
Digital Asset Manager   SEAN OSORIO, PAULINA TOMAN 
Visual Effects     RON QUILICHE 
Original Score by    MATT BUKATY 
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Sound Designer & Editor   MELODIE CROS 
Sound Designers    JONATHAN LUNA, FELICIA JARAMILLO 
Location Scouts    PHIL ARMIJO, SAMANTHA ROJAS, AMBER  
STEELE, DAVE WHITE 
Casting Assistants    DON CUPO, ZACHARY HINKLE, MICHAEL  
LEBER, ALAN MEHANNA, KRISTY PECK,  
SAMANTHA ROJAS, MONICA SANTOS,  
LANDON STINSON 
BTS Photography    STEVEN DIAZ, SHARON LEHMAN 
Production Still Photography   STEVEN DIAZ 
Philadelphia Catering    ADAM RITTER, ELAINE LEHMAN 
Orlando Catering    KEVIN MURRAY, AMBER STEELE 
Production Assistants    ALISON CORDOVA, FELIPE GONCALVES,  
RAY LEWIS, KEVIN MURRAY, AMBER  
STEELE, PAULINA TOMAN  
Cast 
Dovid      ROWAN BOUSAID 
Helick      STEFEN LAURANTZ 
Aton      LUKE GULDAN 
Sarah      KARLYN KOEBE 
Blake      ANTONIO MADISON JR. 
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Howard     REED KALISHER 
Shawna     DANIELLE ALAGNA 
Anna      SAMANTHA NORTHART 
Amber      SURELY AVELO 
Florida Tailor     RAY EDDY 
Young Dovid     JASE MORGAN 
Security Guard    PHIL ARMIJO 
Jed      ROB FACIOLO 
Dominic     CHRIS MARK 
Talia      OLIVIA RIVERA 
Hostess     VICTORIA REYNOSO 
Bouncer 1     EMMANUEL SALICRUP 
Bouncer 2     BRANDON WELCH 
Restaurant Patrons    ERMIR BAKRACI, ALEXANDRA CARRILLO,  
MATTHEW CREWS, LISA MARIE HARRISON,  
NICK IZVERNARI, CAROLYN JOHNSON,  
DEVON LESPIER, JAELIN LESPIER, ALAN  
MEHANNA, KELLY MYLETT, PHILLIP  
MULLINGS, SHIRLEY PACK, JOANNA  
PUCCIO BALL, JOY BETH SHAW, CHARLES  
SUTTER, EDWARD SUTTER, VIRGINIA  
SUTTER 
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Production Day 18 
No production report was created for Production Day 18 due to it’s guerilla natured style of 
execution. 
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APPENDIX H: FINAL COST REPORT 
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Appendix H Memo 
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Cost Report Top Sheet: Principle Photography 
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Cost Report Top Sheet: Pick Ups 
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APPENDIX I: CONTRACTS 
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Crew Deal Memos 
The following is a sample Crew Deal Memo followed by the list of crew deal signatories.  It 
should be noted that there are missing crew deal memo’s due to oversight during production.  I 
believe these missing contracts occurred from certain crewmembers taking on too many roles, 
having more responsibilities then could be handled; a logistical error resulting from the micro-
budget production paradigm.  
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List of Crew Deal Memo Signatories 
NAME:    ROLE:    DATE OF EXECUTION: 
Bakraci, Ermir   2
nd
 Assistant Director  05/07/12 
Beckler, Zachary   Assistant Editor  05/21/12 
Bukaty, Matt    Film Composer  06/24/13 
Crews, Matthew   Script Supervisor  05/07/12 
Cros, Melodie    Sound Editor / Designer 06/16/13 
Flores, Alanna    Production Designer  05/07/12 
Izvernari, Nick   1
st
 Assistant Director  05/07/12 
Jaramillo, Felicia   Sound Designer  06/22/13 
Koebe, Karlyn    Art Director   05/14/12 
Luna, Jonathan   Sound Designer  06/04/13 
Macaione, Brian   Director of Photography 05/07/12 
Murray, Kevin   Production Assistant  06/20/12 
Prince, Kyle    Assistant Editor / Colorist 06/04/13 
Southwell, Jessica   Assistant Producer  05/07/12 
Sutter, Rebecca   Associate Producer  05/14/12 
Taylor, Ben    Gaffer    05/14/12 
Toman, Paulina   Post Production Supervisor 06/07/13 
Zak, Kelly    Make-Up Artist  05/07/12 
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Cast Contracts 
The following is a sample Cast Contract followed by the list of cast contract signatories. It 
should be noted that there are missing cast contract’s due to oversight during production.  I 
believe these missing contracts occurred from certain crewmembers taking on too many roles, 
having more responsibilities then could be handled; a logistical error resulting from the micro-
budget production paradigm.  Also, some contracts are missing for certain union (SAG-AFTRA) 
talent, as specific union contracts were used in lieu of the basic cast agreement above. 
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List of Cast Contract Signatories 
NAME:    ROLE:    DATE OF EXECUTION: 
Kalisher, Reed   Howard   06/16/12 
Koebe, Karlyn    Sarah    05/28/12 
Mark, Chris    Dominic   04/15/12 
Morgan, Jase    Young Dov   04/15/12 





































The following is a sample Atmosphere Contract followed by the list of atmosphere contract 
signatories. 
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Sample Atmosphere Contract 
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List of Atmosphere Contract Signatories 
NAME:    ROLE:    DATE OF EXECUTION: 
Ball, Joanna    Restaurant Patron  06/12/12 
Carrillo, Alexandra   Restaurant Paton  06/12/12 
Harrison, Lisa    Restaurant Patron  06/12/12 
Johnson, Carolyn   Restaurant Patron  06/12/12 
Khaskheli, Stephany   Club Guest   04/12/13 
Lespier, Devon   Restaurant Patron  06/12/12 
Lespier, Jaelin    Restaurant Patron  06/12/12 
Mehanna, Alan   Restaurant Patron  06/12/12 
Mullings, Phillip   Restaurant Patron  06/12/12 
Mylett, Kelly    Restaurant Patron  06/12/12 
Pack, Shirley    Restaurant Patron  06/12/12 
Reynoso, Victoria   Waitress   06/12/12 
Salicrup, Emmanuel   Bouncer 1   04/12/13 
Shaw, Joy    Restaurant Patron  06/12/12 
Sutter, Edward   Restaurant Patron  06/12/12 
Sutter, Virginia   Restaurant Patron  06/12/12 
Vasconez, Ivanna   Club Guest   04/12/13 
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